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Six Keys to a Powerful Day
You will be rewarded only to the degree that you serve.
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Do you want six simple keys to meeting this day
with power and effectiveness? Listen up.
One. Focus. Make a clear concise commitment to
a specific cause or task today and declare it
finished.
Two. Tenacity. Decide right now you will lean
against obstacles or resistance with the steady,
persistent strength of bold conviction.
Three. Belief. You are uniquely destined to achieve something great in
your life. Today is a critical handhold on that destiny. Belief in God, in
yourself and in those around you are all essential in today's achievement.
Four. Integrity. Approach every decision with an uncompromised
commitment to doing the right thing for the right reasons whether anyone
is looking, listening or not.
Five. Humility. Don't forget where you came from and don't overlook the
reality that you, too, are in a process of change and growth. Much
wisdom will come from this day if you are eager to learn what you don't
know.
And six. Service. Notice and act on opportunities to serve others, lift a
spirit, lend a hand or build self-confidence.
You will be rewarded only to the degree that you serve.
Have a powerful day!
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Steve Dailey is a speaker, author, advocate and coach for people 45 and
older embracing the second half of life as the Better Half. Helping
hundreds of small business owners for over 20 years achieve new levels
of vision, confidence and success in their business goals has taught him
that those most equipped to make a difference in the world around them
are those that have endured the challenges and obstacles of life through
their first 40-50 years. His battle cry challenges - "If not for the second
half, what was the first half for?!" www.AchievementBridge.com
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